
Logistics Operations in Canada

 − Lloyd’s coverholder authority on behalf of A+ paper for all Canadian provinces

 − All coverages customized and included in one package policy, eliminating gaps  
 and minimizing the need to place coverage with multiple carriers

 − “Service above all” philosophy. We create relationships, not transactions,  
 and commit to:

 − Timely responses 
 − Expedited quoting, binding and issuance
 − Working with our clients to enhance contracts and protect their bottom line

 − Certificate-issuing platform with reporting capabilities for shipper’s interest  
 and warehousing

 − Claims agents in all corners of the globe

 − International or domestic  
 transportation brokerage

 − Customs house brokerage

 − Non-vessel operation common  
 carriers (NVOCC)

 − Indirect air carriers (IAC)

 − Motor truck carrier (MTC)

 − Warehousemen

 − “All-risk” coverage to clients  
 through their insurer for ocean  
 and inland shipments, as well as                                                
 goods in storage/warehouse

We do things differently (in a good way)

Our preferred clients

Logistics is a complex industry where risk factors can be challenging to navigate. We 

believe complex risks require creative solutions. That’s why we’re squarely focused 

on the logistics industry so we can use our insights to protect your clients’ assets and 

avoid costly supply-chain disruptions.

Each policy is tailor-made based on client need and exposures because every 

logistics company is different. The breadth of operations that ASLU can cover include:

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION, 
PLEASE CONTACT:
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Why choose Amwins Specialty Logistics Underwriters?

Alex Rosas
Executive Vice President
754.260.2199
alex.rosas@amwins.com

Noah Klein
Senior Vice President
215.850.8151
noah.klein@amwins.com
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Reporting capabilities that keep you informed

Coverages and limits

Submission requirements

Requirements

 − Shipper’s interest ocean cargo - $5,000,000

 − Shipper’s interest inland transit - $5,000,000 

 − Warehouse storage (goods of others) - $5,000,000

 − Carrier’s legal liability - $5,000,000

 − Freight forwarder’s legal liability  
 (contingent cargo) - $5,000,000

 − Freight forwarder E&O - $1,000,000

 − Warehouse legal liability - $10,000,000

 − ASLU or full broker application

 − Contract of carriage/warehousing in use by the insured

 − Five-year loss history

 − Other information, if necessary, requested upon submission

 $5,000

Type Premium Structure

Shipper’s interest ocean cargo Monthly based on values or deposit annually adjusted

Shipper’s interest domestic transit Monthly based on values or deposit annually adjusted

Third-party warehousing Monthly based on values or deposit annually adjusted

Carrier’s legal liability  
(NVOCC, IAC, MTCLL & contingent)

Deposit premium adjusted annually or flat annual premium,  
both based on gross receipts

Freight forwarder E&O Deposit premium adjusted annually or flat annual premium,  
both based on gross receipts

Warehouse legal liability Deposit premium adjusted annually or flat annual premium,  
both based on gross receipts




